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Cte international has obtained the certification of suitability to the Automotive manufacturing

MEMBER

Member of:

certifications

1. RELIABILItY 
 For more than 5 years, CtE International, has been chosen as the 

systems planning and development partner for equipment employed 
by State Special Forces for use in delicate investigations.

2.  QUALItY StANdARdS
 CtE international is approved by the Italian “dipartimento per i 

trasporti per i trasporti terrestri e per i Sistemi Informativi e Statistici” 
of the Ministry of transport. Products conform to severe European 
automotive sector standards and meet the recommendations regarding 
technological development and quality.

3.  SCALABILItY
 our products are compatible with new and or pre-existing main brand 

communication networks. 

4. CUStoMISAtIoN
 the interpretation of your particular operational needs along with our 

know-how and state-of-the-art technology allows us to supply you with 
a customised version of our products.

5. 24-HoUR SERVICE
 If you are in the emergency business, we can offer you a 24-hour help-

desk service on request.

All Professional radios are compliant to the severe standard MIL 810 c,d,e,f. 

“..to deal with crime and violence, a partnership between police and communities is central. 
this will also afford the police better conditions to do their work” 

   Address by president Nelson Mandela at the    NAtIoNAL dAY oF SAFEtY ANd SECURItY
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CTE Professional Business Unit
 Mission critical experts do not simply need to communicate, but they rather need to achieve instant communication among the staff even and particularly  

in case of disaster and emergency. 

 We believe in professional radio communication able to perform dedicated network for the exchange and the sharing of information with extreme easiness 
and effectiveness.

 With this perspective, personalised professional radiocoms are able to make a decisive difference in the difficult task of serving and protecting 
communities.

 Alan Professional is the new brand of CTE Professional Business Unit committed to facing the challenge of technological evolution in radio communication 
and surveillance systems for the intelligence with a dedicated, highly qualified structure, focusing on the value of design and development of innovative 
personalised solutions.

Design and application By interpreting the market’s communication needs and applying this knowledge to the most advanced technologies, the CTE is able to diversify, ranging 
from in-house development of integrated radio communication products to the design of totally tailor-made applications and to consulting and distribution 
world-wide.

Research & Innovation Conspicuous investments in research and development, the opening of a new production plant and the relevance of the research areas approached,  have 
led to the company’s involvement in important national and international projects for public and private clients: namely Ministry of the Interior, Ministry of 
Defence, Custom authority, for which tailored applications have been designed.

Projects Among the areas of research tackled by the Business Unit, one of the most important is the fleet management and GPS tracking systems:for over five 
years, the Government has chosen CTE International as partner to design and develop advanced systems used by its special corps in their most delicate 
investigations.

Investments Huge investments in internal design and development, have led to the enforcement of  internal resources by means of new firmware, hardware engineers 
skilled in communication issues.

Quality standard MILITARY STANDARDS
 The entire Professional range meets high performance 

needs with the degree of operational flexibility and 
security demanded by this market.

Personalised solutions
For professional needs
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100 % pure 
digital miniaturisation 
at the service of intelligence

Microline systems are specially designed and manufactured in Italy by the Professional Business Unit for use by 
the Criminal Investigation department of the Police and Law Enforcement forces in their most delicate investigation 
missions.

The range is the product of in-depth experience in security and surveillance devices derived from the strict 
cooperation in complex projects carried out with the experts of the Ministries of the Interior and Defence for 
whom the company is an official supplier.
Microline solutions keep ahead of the latest technologies to provide the best solutions favouring exceptional 
miniaturization, high efficiency and maximum reliability. 
The capacity to design completely new solutions to the complex and continuously changing world of legal 
investigations, as well as the customisation of the range is part of the service that CTE international Professional 
Business Unit is able to grant.

The  range encompasses AUDIO, VIDEO and tracking solutions both analogue and digital:
AUDIO SURVEILLANCE
›  MLAT5 Wide band digital transmitter crypto
›  R401  digital miniature receivers crypto
›  SMA2003 GSM audio link and digital recorder
›  Miniature monitoring device via GSM
›  High power analogue transmitter and receivers
TRACKING AND VOICE MONITORING SYSTEMS
›  GPS/GSM-GPRS in-vehicle miniature device for simultaneous vehicle tracking and audio surveillance.
›  GPS/GSM-GPRS  quick plant miniature tracking device avoiding any risky installation procedure.
›  MTS3001 advanced control/cartography station.
VIDEO SURVEILLANCE
› Highly miniaturised, low consumption transmitter and receiver complete with high gain antennas. 

For more informations: info.microline@cte.it

CTE Professional Business Unit
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PROFESSIONAL

BROADCASTING

CONSUMER

OUR YEARS OF 
EXPERIENCE IN 
RADIOCOMS

Your way is our way CTE International is a leading radio communication group having its headquarter in Italy and operating in international market. If you are looking for 
technology, safety, reliability and outstanding service, we are the right partner for your professional and consumer needs. Thousands of customers 
worldwide are our results and testimonials. With 35 years of radio experience, we control attentively the whole product cycle from design to packaging. 
Our operation spans from the development of our own products to distribution and consulting.

Cte group

THOUSANDS THE 
USERS OF OUR 

SYSTEMS

OUR PARTNERS 
AND BRANCHES 

WORLDWIDE
BUSINESS UNITS

Business Units:
›  Professional (PMR)
 Professional Personalised Mobile Radio networks, VHF/UHF terminals 
 Surveillance systems for the intelligence

›  Broadcasting
 FM/TV, Digital Video Broadcasting, Digital Audio Broadcasting 

equipments

›  Consumer
 PMR446, CB, OM, VHF Marine, FRS, GMRS rdios and  portable GPS.

Your way is our way



Technology is nothing without passion and experience. Since 1972, CTE has been a key radio-communication player because of the deep knowledge, 
passion and continuous monitoring of the market. We understand evolving media needs, invest in research and development and guarantee a 
communication technology which is not only advanced but useful and safe.
 

Our outstanding service is worldwide. Our partners and branches are located in all the major countries of the world: Italy, France, UK, Russia, Spain, 
Germany, Ukraine, Bulgaria, Poland, Greece, Nordic Countries, USA, South America Markets, Singapore. These reliable, competent companies are the 
backbone of CTE International’s commercial policy. We guarantee a global customer satisfaction and really put the world in communication.

Cte International has been developing an intense international expansion policy. Important companies belong to the group: 
› Midland, major  brand in the American radio-communication market 
› CTE DB, manufacturing TV transmitter and digital repeater with Elit brand

 The mission of CTE international is the development of quality radio-communication with the backing of specialized and personalised consultancy which 
translate into closeness to customer and focus to innovation.
 
Such values find real application in the new centre for Research and development of more than 1500sm, by which CTE celebrates 35 years of activity. In 
the new pole are located the new technical offices, the sophisticated measuring instruments, the tools for the development and testing of new prototypes, 
the setting up of complex systems, the training classes reserved to public companies.

The new centre will serve as coordination for help desk, back office, specialist engineering consultancy, technical support H24, as well as for the 
deployment of operative application on demand. 

Technology and  passion 
at your service

The world in communication

Companies belonging 
to the group

For 35 years the world in communication

Mission



Our credits General Headquarters of the Italian Customs Authority 

Carabinieri Main Headquarters in Rome

Public and Private Utilities

Emergency and health services

Consultants for Lawful Investigations

Hospital Authority

Municipality Health Rescue units

118 Emergency corp H24

Taxi companies

RAI Italian Radio and Television 

Harbour authorities 

Civil Protections 

Local, regional Police

Italian Red Cross 

Energy Enel

Trenitalia divisioni infrastrutture

Vigilantes company

Ministry of the Interior 

Ministry of Defence

Nikon Instruments 

RS components

Dahiatsu (Italia)

Peace keeping Forces

BBC WORLD SERVICE Government Radio and Television Corp 

Conrad (Germany)

DAF Trucks n.w. Netherland

Ministry of Public Order (Greece)

TELECOM AUSTRALIA Australian Radio Broadcasting Corp.

Ministry of Internal Administration (Portugal)

Ministry of Transport and Comunications Macedonia 

Ministry of Justice Nortel (Ericsson group)

Northern Ireland Police Service

NTA Norwegian PTT 

Oxford (Great Britain)

Plettac (ex division PMR Grundig)

Regional Police Forces 

Radio System Ab (Sweden)

Radmor (Poland)

Swissphone (France)

Telenor (former Ericsson Sweden)

Vietnam Broadcasting Development Company 

… and many others

Place their trust every day in our radio communication systems
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Alan HP35 
Professional Mobile Radio Catalogue
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Dedicated to those who have a lot to say

HP35 series offers the highest performance, scaling, and flexibility in the field. It guarantees the 
personalization of communication standards to specific requirements, and  safeguards the security of 
users, thanks to special emergency signals that can also be activated with the radio turned off. Police, 
emergency response groups, and public utilities,high-priority users will all benefit from the large graphic 
display (24 characters + 2 lines).
Exceptionally robust, thanks to the frame which protects the devices from strong impacts and falls, 
and which creates a waterproof and dustproof barrier, these devices are suitable for the most difficult 
working conditions and are compliant to MIL STD 810 C, D, E, F, IP54, CE 99/05 and Finabel 2.C.10. 
Unbeatable in performance, but also in standard accessories, Alan HP35 transceivers are equipped 
with “capeless” antennas and high capacity lithium batteries, which guarantee 12 hours of autonomy...
for those who have a lot to say.

Inbuilt vox

Inbuilt modem CML FX829
Type approved for voice and data

MIL 810 C D E F

Waterproof
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An incomparable number of 
advantages... 

› More than 100 channels
›  24 character display + 2 icon lines
›  Simplified menu and the big alphanumeric display grant for an user friendly interface
› Data messaging (variable and pre defined status messaging)
› Optimal audio quality in any environment 

DSP audio management
› Address Book: 

displays name of caller/calling party
›  Thanks to the Eeprom Flash 

HP35 series can be used with new protocols or adapted to your communication standard
› Compact and lightweight:  

only 385 gr including LIon high capacity battery pack (1900 mAh)
›  Personalized user menu,  

15 buttons with user-designated functions
›  24 digit, 2 line alphanumeric icon display for immediate viewing of signal and battery level as well as  text messaging 
›  Rolling code scrambler with automatic Crypto mode activation  

Communications are guaranteed secure thanks to the 100 quintillions security codes
›  Special calls 

Single, group, and emergency calls (dedicated button), activated even if the radio is turned off
›  Internal FFSK mod. CMLFX 829 modem for sending and transmitting precoded messages and Free text messages (SDM)
›  Greater facility in service and maintenance 

Does not require that the device be “opened” in order to perform adjustments
›  Available in the following versions: Trunking (MPT 1327), National Railways (“Beacon warning note”),IRC (Italian Red 

Cross)
›  Personal communication protocols are available on demand

› High-capacity lithium battery included in the gift box ensuring  
12 hours of autonomy

› Gold-plated battery contacts 
Do not wear out over time.

› Extremely secure battery clip system 
studied to prevent accidental unclipping even if subjected to strong shocks or falls

 The two security battery clips with stainless steel  springs and reinforced ribbing make for extreme stability and robustness
› Reinforced belt clip 

designed to work even with thick leather belts

› Radiolocalization 
The special mike MK25GPS 
integrating GPS receiver and 
antenna allows coordinates to 
be sent the base station

Frequency band VHF: 146-174 MHz (HP 135, 135K) 
UHF: 440-470 MHz (HP 435, 435K)

...And many hidden features

› BPA 100
 Bluetooth adapter 

hands free conversations with 
any earphone or throat mike
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         Alan HP06, HP70
Professional Mobile Radio Catalogue

Practical and functional without compromises 
in security and personalisation

Ideal for public and private sector surveillance, HP06 provides a highly valuable contribution to service 
delivery in surveillance or security fields, using practical and personalized solutions which respond 
to any and all communications requirements, from the most simple to the most complex. Thanks to the 
multiple call functions, the user can also program group or emergency call sequences on predefined 
channels, block busy channels (Busy Lockout), and set start and end conversation times, optimizing 
the use of radio channels.
The inbuilt scrambler allows for the encoding of calls while still remaining transparent to the user, 
ensuring maximum privacy during conversations. The Lone Worker function, available as an option; 
is ideal to protect the users working in remote or isolated areas, thanks to the sending of special 
emergency codes.

Inbuilt vox

Inbuilt  Scrambler & 5T

MIL 810 C D E F

Waterproof D
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Expansion slot. Type approved for voice and data
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NEW

Professional Mobile Radio Catalogue

Alan HP06 and HP70:
a heap of advantages

Frequency band 
Models/codes

› Option board for Dead man/Lone worker function  
The radio activates a special emergency procedure if the user does not answer to the warning signal

› 16 channels
›  Signalling  

HP06/HP70 integrate 50 CTCSS and 104 digital DCS codes, 5 tone selective calling with standards ZVEI1, ZVEI2, CCIR, 
EEA and PERSONAL: the user has the freedom to program both  frequency and length of each tone

›  Busy lockout/Special busy lockout 
Inhibits  calls or emits an error signal if the channel is busy

›  Selective call formats 5 tone, 5+2, 5+5 + personal.  
All sequences are programmable up to a maximum of 8 digits.  Even the time between the first 5 and the following 5 tones is 
programmable

›  Emergency calls 
The user can program the calling code, the sequence, the repeat call (at predefined intervals) and the activation of the 
microphone

›  Incoming call melody 
Various melodies distinguish single or group calls

› Inbuilt inversion Scrambler 
Guarantees the utmost privacy in conversations

›  Channel/priority channels scanning 
Allows the user to respond to calls on various channels and to listen more frequently for priority channel calls

›  “Transpond” function 
Sends the user’s identifiers for call confirmation

›  Adjustable power 
5W (VHF version) high/low programmable 
4W (UHF version) high/low programmable

› Aluminium pressure die-cast casing 
Resistant to shocks and falls

›  Rugged texture  
Resistant to scratches and wear

›  Autonomy  
More than 20 hours with high cap battery

›  Time Out Timer 
Programs the maximum duration of conversations, optimizing use of radio channels

›  Inbuilt Vox adjustable on 2 levels 
For hands-free conversation

›  Internal connector for optional boards 
Such as special filters, digital scramblers, dead man/lone worker

›  Personalization and expandability 
Use of a Flash memory Eeprom  guarantees maximum flexibility and future expan-
dability thanks to software and Firmware personalization

Alan HP06 VHF: 148-174 MHz HP106 cod. G932.04
version without battery

UHF: 440-470 MHz HP406 cod. G933.04
version without battery

Alan HP70 low band: 66÷77 MHz HP70L cod. G1043

high band: 77÷88 MHz HP70H cod. G1043.01

› Radiolocalization 
The special mike MK25GPS 
integrating GPS receiver and 
antenna allows coordinates to 
be sent the base station

› BPA 100
 Bluetooth adapter 

hands free conversations with 
any earphone or throat mike

› CAR-A/C - Cod. C1082
 Among the available accessories 

the practical car adaptor with 
lighter plug (ref. pag. 33)
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          Alan HP450 rugged 
Professional Mobile Radio Catalogue

Out of range
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New industrial pmr446 portable: the tough tool for tough tasks! 

Alan HP450 is the new industrial pmr446, optimised for durable operations and clear speeches in 
extreme and noisy environments. Compact but tough, Alan HP450 boasts the unveilled IP67 protection 
level offering total protection against dust and  to the effects of immersion in water up to 1 m depth 
for 15 mintues. Its reliability is also witnessed with the compliance to the severe Military standard 810 
C,D,E,F. 

Alan HP450 is delivered in a roomy Eva case, ideal to carry with ease the radio 
and the complete accessory set for professional users “on the go”: 
2 position desktop rapid charger, rugged holster with swivel and the battery pack 
(1100 NiMh or 2200 Lion depending on version).

Alan HP 450 adds to the performances of successful Hp446 Extrà (described on page 14) the following new qualities! 

› 312 channels 
to store tone/channel combinations.

› IP67 for Extra robustness and durability 
Totally protected from dust and against the effect of 
immersion in water, HP 450 is constructed to exceed the 
standards of working professionals.

› MIL STD 810 C,D,E, F 
The compliance to the severe MIL standard is the proof 
of its reliability.

A heap  of advantages:

› E-vox 
Ideal for hands-free conversation, activates communi-
cation by pressing a button without needing any audio 
accessory.

› Inbuilt inversion Scrambler 
Provides privacy in conversation at a highly competitive 
price.

› High capacity 2200 Li-Ion battery pack 
Ensures more than 26 hours of autonomy while providing 
compactness.

UHF: 446 ÷ 446.100 MHz cod. G1093 Black Version with 1100 NiMH battery pack

cod. G1093.01 Version with 2200 Li-Ionbattery pack

Models/codes

E vox

Inbuilt Scrambler

MIL 810 C D E F

Waterproof
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Alan HP446 extrá 
Professional Mobile Radio Catalogue

licence free communication for professionals

Main advantages: › 99 channels 
usable to store tone/channel 
combinations.

› 50 CTCSS + 104 DCS codes 
Provide privacy among users 
coexisting on same channels, 
enable group calling.

› Supplied with high capacity 1300 
NiMh batteries 
Ensures 26 hours of autonomy.

› Battery Save mode feature 
Increases battery autonomy.

› Die cast aluminium chassis 
Ensures operations even in harsh 
environment.

Wants to meet the requirements of professional users demanding rapid (one button) communication 

with advanced performances as privacy over a medium range (up to 5-6 Km) but do not want to 

invest in license fees. 

Even during the hardest working day HP446extrá will be your friendly partner being resistant to 

splashing-water, dust entrance, vibrations and shock. 

› In built Vox 
Hands free conversation.

› Superior audio quality 
Clear conversations even in noise 
environment.

› Background noise cancelling
› Roger Beep 

End conversation alert.
› Busy channel lock out 

Disables transmission when the 
channel is busy.

› LCD display 
Provides quick evidence of the 
settings.

› Low battery alert

Inbuilt vox Waterproof

› Time Out Timer 
Helps extend yr battery life setting 
the maximum conversation time.

› Keypad lock 
Protects against accidental 
pressing of buttons.

› Conformity to: ETS 300-296-2, 
IEC529, level IP54 Splash test, CE 
99/05.

› Last Channel Save

Frequency band 
Models/codes UHF: 446 ÷ 446.100 MHz cod. G815.07 Black
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HM35/HM70 system

HM35S essential

HM06 basic

Alan HM
Professional Mobile Radio Catalogue

A complete range of open, flexible mobile radios.  

The wide range of mobile radios Alan Professional has been 

enhanced with 2 new models: HM06basic and HM70 system.  

Designed in Italy to meet flexibility and expandability requirements, 

the whole Hm range meets the severe Military standard and 

depending on version, is type approved for voice and data.  

The customizable firmware and the optional plug-in boards such 

as the modem and the GPS receiver, provide the  most efficient 

configuration according to diversifed needs. The front panel 

design, characterizes the whole range, ensuring unequalled 

audio quality.

The system mobiles HM35 and HM70 are equipped with large 

graphic display, variable selcall and detachable front panel, 

HM135S the essential version is characterised  by medium display 

and fixed selcall,  HM106 the basic version has 2 digit display 

and CTCSS. 

Extra high audio quality

Wide bandMaximum flexibility

MIL 810 C D E FWaterproof
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HM06
› 135-174 MHz
› Signalling - CTCSS & DCS
› 99 channels 
› 2 digit display
› Flash CPU

› MIL 810 c,d,e, 
› ETS 300-086 &113

HM135S
› 135-174 & 405-470 MHz
› Signalling - CTCSS & DCS+fixed 

5tones
› Detachable front panel 
› 32 channels
› 2 digit + 8icon display 
› expandable via plug in 

scrambler,VOX/compander 
board

› Talk Around
› Kill/revive 
› Public address 
› Channel selection available via 

external peripheral connected 
via DB25 connector

› MIL 810 c,d,e, 
› ETS 300-086 &113

HM135
› 135-174 MHz 405-470 MHz
› Address Book
 Signalling - CTCSS & 

DCS+variable 5tones 
› Detachable front panel
› 255 channels
› Large graphic display 
 120x32 dot
› expandable via plug in 

GPS,modem board
› Talk Around
› Kill/revive 
› Public address

› MIL 810 c,d,e, 
› ETS 300-086 &113

HM70 NEW
› 66-88 MHz
› Address Book
 Signalling - CTCSS & 

DCS+variable 5tones 
› Detachable front panel
› 255 channels
› Large graphic display 
 120x32 dot
› expandable via plug in GPS, 

modem board
› Noise blanker
› Talk Around
› Kill/revive 
› Public address

› MIL 810 c,d,e, 
› ETS 300-086 &113

* Expansion slot. Type approved for voice and data

Highlights:

Expandable* Expandable*
Expandable*Detachable front 

panel
Detachable front 
panel

Detachable front 
panel

Try the rich range of accessories created for HM range! 
DB25 connector  

Among the available accesso-
ries, the touch screen MDT4000  
allowing for a better management 
of messages and alarms as well as 
mobile office applications based 
on Windows XP, NT embedded, 
Windows CE.net or LINUX.

Available as standard, in he 
whole rnage provides the 
connection , to data terminal, 
modem or  Personal computers. 
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Main advantages

Frequency band 
Models/codes

Adds to the standard HM35 version the board 
incorporating GPS receiver and modem MDM35/
GPS which allows for
-  vehicle tracking
-  automatic or on-demand fix sending to the 

control station 

HM35S Essential 
Well balanced and selective, the right 
mix between performance and power.

Adds to the HM06 perfomance:

 › 2 Digit +8 Icons display   › Inbuilt fixed 
Selcall with 5 different sequences per channel

› Personal selcall providing non-standard format 
›  Detachable front panel Compact and qui-

ck in-vehicle installation. Only the front panel is 
installed inside the vehicle

›  Emergency call enabling single and automatic 
repeat function.

›  Standard DB25 accessory connector Positio-
ned in the rear side of the radio body, it allows 
the connection to external devices for the con-
trol of additional output/input and modems, 
GPS and PC

›  Scrambler, 
›  Boot loader  

Provides quick upload of personal firmware via 
the frontal mike connector 

› Kill Revive. The radio may be enabled and 
disabled in case of thefts.

VHF
135÷174MHz

HM135 VHF cod. G934 large graphic display 255 channels
HM135S VHF cod. G1022 medium display 32 channels
HM106 cod. G997  small dispaly 99 channels

66÷88MHz HM70 cod. G1101 large display 255 channels

UHF 405÷470MHz
HM435 UHF cod. G935 large graphic display 255 channels
HM435S cod. G1023 medium display 32 channels

HM06 basic 
Practical and functional without 
compromises in flexibility and quality

› 2 digit display
› 4 assignable function keys 
›  Frontal, 4W Loudspeaker 

Ensures clear audio quality even in case of dash 
installation. Allows the connection to an external 
loudspeaker (max 10W)

›  Scan & Priority scan 
›  Talk around 

Temporary simplex operation on a duplex chan-
nel

›  Flash Memory 
Supports the update and upgrade of the system 
via Personal Computer, according to customised 
operational requirements

›  MIL STD 810 C D,E, F AND IP54 
Complying to the severe MIL standard for 
resistance to the entrance of dust, water, sparks, 
shocks, vibrations, allowing for operational 
efficiency even in case of harsh environment

HM35/HM70 system 
Top range Performance

Adds to the HM35S performance:
›  Large graphic LCD display 

The series HM35 is equipped with the largest 
graphic display available on the market: 
120x32dot. It allows the display of non 
standard font set (i.e.Cyrillic), bigger fonts or 
images (bitmap). (Firmware modifications are 
required)

›  4 assignable function keys + menu + up/down 
buttons. 
By programming, the user can assign different 
functions to each key. The display will then 
indicate a proper icon correspondant to the 
selected function

›  Address Book. The call code is associated to a 
name

›  Call queue
›  Noise blanker circuit. Cleans up audio signals 

making for clearer conversations. 
›  Modem control

Exclusive functions: -  shows the free text messages sent from control 
station on the large alphanumeric display

-  network Log in and log out

In addition, the Customisable logic board ensures 
compatibility with major exisiting Taxi systems. 
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Alan RPT 35S 
Professional Mobile Radio Catalogue

The effective repeater/base station wideband 25W

› Flexible Configuration Base station or repeater 
(Simplex,  semiduplex, full duplex and continuous use)

› Programmable Power Output 
From 4-25W to suit various operational scenarios

› Power supply/battery charger 
220 VAC 13,8 V DC

The new RPT 35S is designed to give a quick and easy coverage solution to those organizations requiring repeaters for  extensive covera-
ge at excellent quality price ratio. RPT 35 is supplied with in built power supply and 6 cells duplexer being self contained in 19” 3U rack 
and equipped with a standard DB25 allowing the connection to many auxiliary accessories.

Main features and benefits: › Compact 
Self contained in 19” 3U rack including fan, it comes equipped with 6 cells 
duplexer, power supply, battery recharge circuit

› Multi Signalling 
CTCSS Enc-dec, DCS providing protection against interferences

152 - 175 MHz RPT-135 VHF cod. G1075
138 - 156 MHz RPT-135 VHF cod. G1075.01
405 - 470 MHz RPT 435 UHF cod. G1076

Frequency band 
Models/codes

Equipped with DB25 connector for: › Simple programming, connection to auxiliary accessories such as speaker, 
speaker mike, external battery, consoles 
Il also enables link configuration

› Diagnostic through automatic Alert  
Battery low/very low (programmable), no mains

› Auto switching off  
The switching off is automatic when battery level is low
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Parrot 
Professional Mobile Radio Catalogue

Base station/repeater

When a multisite configuration is required Parrot stations can be linked to achieve a semisyncronous configuration.

Housed in a 19” 3U rack, the circuits which form each module have been created on Eurocard’s and self-contained into a metallic 

drawer which, together with the rack frame assures double screening.The enclosing of the modules is guaranteed by employing a rack 

frame. Electric connection is achieved with DIN 41612 connectors, by a motherboard which avoids any need for wiring harnesses. Radio 

frequency connections are realised through high quality BNC connectors and double-screen cables. Parrot can be remote-controlled by 

cable and most of its functions can be activated and disabled by radio (through a selective decoder). 

A special filter for any Radio frequency disturbances induced on the C.A. mains, minimises problems due to strong RF fields in sites where 

there is a high concentration of radio stations or television broadcasting. In addition, visible medium-powered gas discharges are placed 

at the supply input from the network in order to protect from overvoltage.

Features & benefits › In the repeater configuration 
Parrot is equipped with power 
supply, back-up circuit, duplexer 
and subaudio tone (Enc/Dec)

›  Multi site link configuration 
› Self contained in rack 

19”3UIncluding5 well-
distinguished mechanical modules

›  CTCSS

› Independent TX & RX PLL allow 
variable spacing setting

›  Wire remote control

›  Radio remote control

›  Backup circuit

›  PC compatible programmer
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CT4/R
Cod. F068

Vehicular antenna 
1/4 l - 144 ÷ 174 MHz
Stainless steel (CT4R)

CT8 - CT8/R
Cod. F 069 - Cod. G 181

Vehicular antenna 
5/8 l - 144 ÷ 174 MHz
Fiberglass (CT8) 
Stainless steel (CT8R)

CT4U
Cod. G 147

Vehicular antenna 
1/4 l+5/8 - 440 ÷ 470 MHz
Vehicular antenna with stain-
less steel rod. The materials 
used for its manufacture are 
galvanically compatible in 
order to  minimize corrosion 
phenomenae and suited 
to extreme environmental 
conditions.

GP 160
Cod. G 156

Ground plane antenna 
5/8 l - 145 ÷ 174 MHz
Lightweight base station 
antenna. All parts of 
antenna are grounded. 
Conceived to resist to the 
most severe weather and 
corrosion conditions.

CT4/R CT8 - CT8/R CT4U GP 160

Frequency range 144 to 174MHz 144 to 174MHz 440 to 470MHz 145 to 174MHz

Tuning By cutting the rod 
(see cutting diagram)

By cutting the whip 
(see cutting diagram)

By adjusting the disc 
(see disc diagram)

by cutting the whip

Input impedance 50 ohm 50 ohm 50 ohm 50 ohm

V.S.W.R. < 1.50 : 1.00 < 1.50 : 1.00 < 1.50 : 1.00 < 1.5 : 1.00

Maximum rated RF power 100 watt 100 watt 100 watt 100 W

Polarisation Vertical Vertical Vertical Vertical

Gain 0dB over 1/4 wave 2dB over 1/4wave (144 to 174MHz) 4dB over 1/4 wave 3dB over 1/4 wave

Type of connection 4.5m RG058-CU-C17 coaxial cable 4.5m RG058-CU-C17 coaxial cable 4.5m RG058-CU-C17 coaxial cable SO 239

Mounting hole diam. 22 mm diam. 22 mm diam. 22 mm

Whip material Stainless steel Fiberglass, conical, black polyurethanic 
varnish (CT8) Stainless steel (CT8/R)

Stainless steel Rod material: oxid aluminium

Temperature range -35° to + 80° Celsius -35° to + 80° Celsius -35° to + 80° Celsius -35° to + 80° Celsius

Original length 550mm 1360mm 550mm 1250mm

Net weight 315g 450gr 400gr 400gr

Main characteristics:

Models:
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The wireless data radio technology is an effective solution where a reliable independent communication 

infrastructure is needed. Pipeline controls, wireless alarm systems as well as telemetries are just a few 

of the applications where the DM range can be employed.

The range DM110, type approved to the ETS300-113 rules is  designed to work in the most demanding 

environments ensuring long-lasting connection stability. The 10W power output grants extensive area 

coverage, depending on orographic conditions. 

Installation is easy and low cost thanks to the reduced dimensions and to the special metal casing.

› 8 channels
› Reduced dimensions (136x68x23mm) 

Easily implemented into radio alarm systems 
› 20 PIN multipolar RF connector 

Facilitates connection to modem, gives the RSSI signal 
Enables programming procedure and channel change

› Wideband  
147,5-174 and 403-470 MHz coverage

› High Frequency Stability  
Thanks to the use of TCXO with 2,5 ppm, the frequency 
is stable even in case of temperature variations

Features and benefits: › 10W Programmable Power output 
Suitable to various operational scenarios: 
10W intermittent use 
5W continuous use

› Preset in factory
› CTCSS enc programmable 

For the activation of repeaters

ALAN DM110 VHF cod. G1070
ALAN DM110T VHF cod. G1071

Models/codes:

D
IM

EN
SI

O
N

S:
 1

36
x6

8x
23

 m
m

ALAN DM410 UHF cod. G1072
ALAN DM410T UHF cod. G1073

Data module for radio alarms and telemetries
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Admiral: on watch with you...
GPS tracking, PMR and GSM communication, assets management, mobile office

 Admiral, the advanced fleet management system, designed and produced by CTE International,  is an all-in-one solution of GPS tracking, PMR/GSM 

communication and mobile office improving the remote  surveillance,  timely intervention, coordination and protection of many  organizations: Security 

and cash transport companies Local and Provincial Police Forces, Multi Utilities, Emergency health services Public order services Taxi or public car services 

Public transport companies.

How does it work Admiral allows real-time viewing of the position of vehicles and persons 

on the move at virtually unlimited distances: thanks  to the use of both 

GSM and PMR communications, it guarantees flexible and cheap 

communications even in remote areas or when there is no coverage.

What does it offer GPS asset tracking - assets coordination, protection;

 Communications: rapid, extensive, efficient;

 Mobile office applications on board vehicles;

 Standard or tailor-made cartographies and statistics.

Main benefits ›  Flexible intervention

 ›  Handling emergencies

 ›  Asset coordination and supervision

 ›  On time information. On scene information

Now keeping tracks is 
easier!!!
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03

02
BS9000 Control station
PC + AVL & mapping software
BB4000 Base Station modem 
GSM modem  
PMR base station (optional)

Personnel on the move 
MK25GPS
Locator/loudspeaker mike 
compatible with most popular 
portable, professional transceivers 

Vehicles
Mobile Transceiver (HM35/35s) + BB4000 PMR Modem 
or BB4000 PMR + GSM modem
 

Admiral optimises the coordination and the personnel security, thanks to the visualisation and to 
the real time control of vehicles and personnel on the move.

Thanks to the usage of both GSM and PMR networks, grants cheap and effective communications 
both written or verbal and in remote areas without coverage. 

› Information on time. Information on scene

Admiral in short...
Tracking GPS, PMR and GSM communications, assets management, mobile office
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Consist of:
› PC with dedicated cartographic and AVL software
› concentrator handling PMR communications (BB4000BS)  
› mobile/base transceiver approved for data transmissions (in 

conformity with ETS 300-113 standards) 
› GSM RS-232 Modem (optional)

Advanced control centre:
BS9000 GIS

The BS9000 GIS advanced version integrates a web-oriented GIS 
application, which gathers and processes detailed geographical, local, 
traffic and supply information.

Possible set-up configurations include stand-alone or on a dedicated 
LAN. The master and clients used are based on an Intel® Pentium® 
processor, the OS on Windows XP®, and environmental and network 
software are de facto standards developed with Visual Basic.

The G.I.S. application computerizes hard-copy maps, updates them with 
all relevant GIS information available: 

›  Information on road circulation; 
›  Road works and interruptions to ordinary traffic; 
›  Mapping of civic buildings, traffic light systems; 
›  Useful security information (cadastral mapping of buildings) 
›  Other relevant logistical information, on separate layers, retrievable 

selectively and updateable in real time, directly from the competent 
office.

Features & benefits: ›  simultaneous location on dedicated vector maps of an unlimited 
number of resources.

›  management of a series of automatic alarms set by the operator, such 
as entrance and exit from a predefined trip, service start and many 
more;

›  PMR communications (including selective digital traffic management), 
GSM or both.

›  exchange of text and voice messages
›  reprogramming of remote terminal settings

Basic control centre: BS9000 AVL

›  download of historical files from the memories of remote terminals. 
Especially useful when there is no coverage, sending (also deferred) to 
the base station of the driver’s position data, displayed as a “route”

›  management of historical data archives, routes and relevant events 
for optimal programming of activities

BS9000, in the entry-level AVL model, supports vectorial cartography 
programs, based on Microsoft MapPoint and raster-type cartographies 
which can be acquired from hard-copy. BS9000 can track several 
resources at the same time (multiple assets tracking).
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› Mobile office on board vehicles              
The evolved MDT 4000 terminal is an industrial PC equivalent to Pentium III 104 which, in addition to the dedicated software, supports mobile office 
applications in Windows NT embedded, Windows CE.net or LINUX environments 

› Standard and non-standard applications            
Allows you to use standard Office programs, or those already in use by staff 

› The user interface is particularly evolved, but is very easy to use
› Facilitated learning      

The interface can even replicate that of the base station, thereby 
guaranteeing immediate use and reducing overall operational cost 
and complexity.

Smart on-board terminals: 
MDT 4000

BB 4000 the brain of 
on-board units

The brains of on-board instrumentation, BB4000 was designed with 
scalability and flexibility in mind.
› independent use 

-  radio - location and tracking
-  communication and management of alarms/status

› with accessories connected to the serial port (printers, MDT4000, 
keyboards, swipe card readers, handsets).  

Available in 3 versions:
› BB4000 PMR       

for connections to the PMR network
› BB4000 PMR&GSM     

for PMR and GSM connections, with data channel, voice and text 
message management

› BB4000 PMR VOICE      
for PMR connections, with vocal commands and synthesis  
Voice commands      
The operator receives voice messages, from the control station (made 
of up to 80 keywors). From the vehicle, the operator has the ability to 
send 10 voice commands linked to a keyword, particularly helpful in 
case of emergency.

Keypads

Printer

MDT4000

Button boards, 
card readers

Handsets 
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HP35 HP06 HP70 HP450 HP446extrà HM35/70 HM35S HM106

G959.02 - RC35-19

G959.03 - RC35-06

C663.04 - RC05-06

C663.02 - RC05

G949 - SC05

G1066 - RC45 

C519 - AL UNI

G1082 - CAR-A/C

G961.01 - BP3519 

G811.03 - BP0518

G1067 - BP4511

G1068 - BP4522

G1013 - PS0635

G985.01 - MK25GPS DJ

G894 - SMK05/25

C732.01 - MA31-H

C732 - MA31

C517.01 - MA 24-H

C517 - MA 24 

G1003 - MK06/35-K

G1004 - MK06/35 

G1010 - MB06/35

C804 - BPA 100

C790 - ALBRECHT RIDER

C850.01

Professional Mobile Radio Catalogue

Compatibility

chargers

battery packs

speaker mike

power supply
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HP35 HP06 HP70 HP450 HP446extrà HM35/70 HM35S HM106

100343 - OPZ-D/SCR

100342 - ISHP35

100348 - ISHM35

G1100 - CV35

G973 - CC35 

G889 - CC05 CEL

G796 - CC25

G956 - HA UN-VL

G952 - HA UN-VM

G953 - HA UN-VH

G954 - HA UN-UH

G970 - HA 68 H

G1049 - HA 68 L

G1064 - MDM35-230

G1063 - MDM35

G1063.01 - MDM35/GPS

G1016 - Remote Control

100344 - DMB

G405 - BNC25

R71258 - Belt clip

G911 - Screwdriver
 

Professional Mobile Radio Catalogue

scrambler

antennas

modems

remote control

carry cases

various
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chargers

battery packs

G959.02 - RC35 
Desktop rapid charger only for BP3518. Average recharge 
time 3 hrs. RC35 provides temperature and battery checking. It 
may be used to recharge the battery only or the radio with the 
battery.

G959.03- RC35-06
Desktop rapid charger 6 slot only for BP3518

C663.04 - RC05-06
Desktop rapid charger 6 slot 

C663.02 - RC05
Black desktop rapid charger

G949 - SC05
Black desktop slow charger

G1066 - RC45 
Black desktop rapid charger

C519 - AL UNI
Power supply cable/car lighter plug (with SC05 cradle), 95/54 
CE compliant

C1082 - CAR-A/C                                                            -NEW-
Car adapter/charger

G961.01 - BP3519
1900 mAh LiIon

G811 - BP0513
1300 mAh NiMh  - grey

G811.02 - BP0513
1300 mAh NiMh  - black

G811.03 - BP0518
1800 mAh NiMh - black (compatible with C663.02 - RC05)

G1067 - BP4511                                                             -NEW-
1100 mAh NiMh - black

G1068 - BP4522                                                             -NEW-
2200 mAh litio - black

Portable accessories
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scrambler

carry cases

G894 - SMK05/25 
Waterproof speaker mike

G985.01 - MK25GPS DJ
Speaker mike with GPS antenna and receiver. ADMIRAL 
communication

C517.01 - MA 24-H
Speaker mike

C517 - MA 24
Speaker mike

C732.01 - MA31-H
Discreet speaker mike with pneumatic earphone (with one spare 
earphone)

C732 - MA31
Discreet speaker mike with pneumatic earphone (with one spare 
earphone)

C804 - BPA100                                                              -NEW -
Bluetooth adapter
BPA 100 provides wireless conversation using any Bluetooth 
earphone or helmet. BPA100 is automatically activated through 
the vox of the transceiver or the waterproof PTT supplied in the 
gift box, which has to be connected to the audio connector. 

The BPA 100 does not require any configuration but just the 
pairing of the bluetooth device.  

C851.01 - BT SPORT                                                      -NEW 
Throat Bluetooth microphone with Noise Cancelling Technology 
size Medium
C851 - BT SPORT
Throat Bluetooth microphone with Noise Cancelling 
Technology size Large

C790 - Albrecht Rider                                                       -NEW -
Earphone with BlueToothTM  mike suitable for any helmet type both 
jet and full

RS35
Special fitting to plug scrambler modules. HP35 is compatible 
with  TRANSCRYPT models. Pls refer to Price list for details.

G1008 - ISHP35
Simple inversion scrambler board, single inversion frequency. 

G973 - CC35
leather carry case with adjustable shoulder strap (for keypad 
version)

G889 - CC05 CEL
leather-like carry case with belt clip 

G796 - CC25
“Dupont” Cordura carry case with belt clip

100344
Dead man/lone worker board.

plug-in boards

audio
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G1013 - PS0635
Stabilized power supply, 13,8V, 15A with battery recharge 
circuit and bracket for HM35

G1004 - MK06/35
Fist mike

G1003 - MK06/35-K
Keypad mike

antennas G956 - HA UN L stubby 137-150 MHz G953 - HA UN H capeless 161-174 MHz 

G952 - HA UN M capeless 150-161 MHz G954 - HA UN stubby 440-470 MHz

G970 - HA 68 H 77-88 MHz

G1049 - HA 68 L 66-77 MHz 

Mobiles accessories
power supply, modem

audio

F634.06 - TC35I
RS232 GSM modem for PC
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plug-in boards

programming kit 
and service

remote control

G405 - BNC25 antenna connector

R71258 belt clip

G911 screw driver suitable for SMA antenna connector

G759 - PRG25 programming kit 603628 - MSHP25/35 service and programming manual

G879 - PRG05 programming kit G966 - PRG06 programming kit

603444 - MS105/405 service and programming manual 603712 - MS106/406 service and programming manual

603485 - MS446 service and programming manual G968 - PRGHM/35/35S programming kit

603729 - MSHM35 service manual G1069 - PRG450 programming kit

603749 - MSHM35S service manual 603782 - MSHP450 service manual

100348 - ISHM35
Simple inversion scrambler board, single inversion frequency

G1100 - CV35
Vox/compander circuit

G1064 - MDM35-230
FFSK ETS300-230 Modem board
Baut rate: 1200bit/sec

G1063 - MDM35
FSK/FFSK Modem board
Operating in FSK, FFSK mode, it also recognizes NMEA string. 
It can be associated to a GPS receiver.

G1063.01 - MDM35 GPS
FSK, FFSK modem board with GPS

G1016
Remote control kit including 5m extension cables, brackets, 
screws
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Cebit Hannover, Milipol Paris, IBTS Amsterdam, Sicurezza Milano 
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Merchandising

Professional Mobile Radio Catalogue

A054/A052
Alan/Mline backpack for laptop

A057
A4 Nylon bag 

A016
PLEXI display A4

A053
 CD holder

A046
Notebook

A065
Alan trolley

A051.02
Floor stand display

A073
key holder

A072
100% cotton man shirt

A071
100% cotton waistcoat

A074
Cap
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Cte international has obtained the certification of suitability to the Automotive manufacturing

MEMBER

Member of:

certifications

1. RELIABILItY 
 For more than 5 years, CtE International, has been chosen as the 

systems planning and development partner for equipment employed 
by State Special Forces for use in delicate investigations.

2.  QUALItY StANdARdS
 CtE international is approved by the Italian “dipartimento per i 

trasporti per i trasporti terrestri e per i Sistemi Informativi e Statistici” 
of the Ministry of transport. Products conform to severe European 
automotive sector standards and meet the recommendations regarding 
technological development and quality.

3.  SCALABILItY
 our products are compatible with new and or pre-existing main brand 

communication networks. 

4. CUStoMISAtIoN
 the interpretation of your particular operational needs along with our 

know-how and state-of-the-art technology allows us to supply you with 
a customised version of our products.

5. 24-HoUR SERVICE
 If you are in the emergency business, we can offer you a 24-hour help-

desk service on request.

All Professional radios are compliant to the severe standard MIL 810 c,d,e,f. 

“..to deal with crime and violence, a partnership between police and communities is central. 
this will also afford the police better conditions to do their work” 

   Address by president Nelson Mandela at the    NAtIoNAL dAY oF SAFEtY ANd SECURItY



Your 
safe       
way       radiocoms   2The brand Alan Professional is owned by CTE INTERNATIONAL s.r.l. 

Via R. Sevardi, 7 42010 Mancasale, Reggio E.(Italy) - Tel +39 0522 509411 Fax +39 0522 509435
Research and development centre: Via R. Sevardi, 8 - 42010 Reggio Emilia - Italy
Roma branch: Via Zoe Fontana, 220 - 00131 Roma - Italy 
web-site: www.cte.it - www.alanprofessional.com  e.mail: lmr.com@cte.it Pr
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